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W E L C O M E

Leadworld can offer the best solution for the whole filling,packing and logistics system.
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    Shanghai Leadworld Machinery Technology Co.Ltd. is specialized in developing researching and manufacturing various whole sets of 
packing production systems, and we own marketing, import and export ability. Based on enormous technology strength, we regard 
market demand as our guide and
production development as our responsibility. We can design the best economical reasonable solutions and programs.
    Advanced design, professional technology and precise manufacture are our remarkable characteristics. Our company adheres to 
ISO9001:2000 International Quality Management System and has established a Quality Guarantee System based on integrity to ensure 
the quality and performance of our products.
    Our company is devoted to digesting and absorbing internationally advanced science of processing and automatic equipment. We 
have cooperated with customers from Canada, Italy, Germany and Switzerland for a long time, and have developed various whole sets 
of advanced filling packing and
conveying equipment reaching professional advanced level. Our automatic production system is widely used in food, beverage, dairy 
product, canned product, cosmetic, lube, medicine, chemistry and other fields.

Company Introduction



Company culture
 
Enterprise vision: to create an international brand

Enterprise character: honesty, integrity

Entrepreneurship: Respect, dedication, innovation and efficiency

Enterprise style: strict requirements, vigorous and resolute

Quality philosophy: quality can not make a prosperous business, but it 
allows businesses to lose everything

Technology Mission: technology incubation industry, to ensure that the 
advantages of the original, science and technology human services.

Marketing concept: technology to lead the market, speed preservation 
technology.

Brand concept: brand core value - is the relentless pursuit of 
technological innovation and product quality.

International concept: thinking internationalization, brand 
internationalization, international competitiveness.
 Service Mission: Customer First, Fair Service.



Organization structure
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General manager's message

If you do not grasp the initiative of technological innovation, you can only get 
"meager profits" in the open market. If you want to get "thick profits," you must 
increase the long-term investment in technological innovation.

The most fundamental driving force behind Leadworld's progress is our own. The 
culprit in hindering Leadworld's progress is our inertia, arrogance and enterprising 
inertia.

Product quality can not only determine the fate of enterprises, but also on behalf 
of the enterprise's character.

Market competition is an endless war, close to the market, marketable products is 
the most powerful weapon; strengthen the development of market-oriented ability 
and rapid response ability to win market competition is very important.

A person with responsibility is the most basic and most important quality.

A responsible cadres or leadership, in order to do business given his career.

Leadworld is a enterprise, but also a cause that requires millions of people for 
generations to come and achive
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Sustainable development

start

end

Our strategy takes the future into account from the start 
and creates value in a continuous way.
This consideration is not just for ourselves, it is equally 
important to our clients. Therefore, we constantly 
research and develop our products, expand new 
markets and reduce the consumption of raw materials 
in this way, meanwhile we are ready to deal with future 
customer needs.

first stage

Innovation is a fundamental factor to achieve 
sustainable development!
We know that we can not achieve sustainable 
development by ourselves. Achieving this goal 
requires relying on the close cooperation of many 
different stakeholders, from suppliers and customers in 
our value chain to government agencies, NGOs and 
more. Similarly, the same way of implementation as in 
the past can not be sustainable. Whether it be new 
technology or new ways of working, innovation is a 
fundamental factor in achieving sustainable 
development.

second stage

The issue of climate change has become an important 
global agenda in recent years and is also an important 
area that Leadworld has set for the company's 
environmental goals.
Issue regular reports and take action!

In Leadworld, we regularly issue reports that report on the 
impact that Leadworld has on our surrounding 
communities and the environment and on our 
responsibilities to stakeholders such as suppliers, 
customers, consumers and employees, and share in 
order to achieve our goal of "protecting Quality "of the 
commitments made in various parts of the world.

third stage



Team style



Credential Enterprise
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Product introduction



Product introduction



more production line design,
please refer our catalogue！

Product introduction



Business coverage

Shanghai Leadworld Machinery Technology Co. Ltd. mainly does the 
entire line of regulationfor for the major food and beverage 
manufacturers, the mainly domestic cooperative client are Mountain, 
Merlin, Cansi canned, Huanlejia, Mengshui, Coca-Cola, Keji, 
Mengqing, Jiangsu Yuguan,Leasun food , Tongyi enterprise, 
ChuBang soy sauce, Haidilao hot pot, Wahaha, Mengniu, Huiyuan 
Juice, Ajisen Ramen,  the Sinopec.

 International market,we mainly export to Europe and the United 
States (the United States, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Britain, etc.) 
Oceania (Australia) and Africa, Asia, praised by the majority of 
domestic and international friends.

Marketing Network



Service purpose
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projects case

Leadworld design and manufacture the whole canned fruit plant 
production line, Especially automatic solid canning system, make the 
whole line realize automation, greatly improving the per capita capacity. 
From the 120kg/h per capita production capacity to 350kg/h per capita 
production capacity, achieve 3 times of the per capita productivity 
growth. Reduce the labor intensity, solve the difficulty to employ 
worker. 

         Leasun Food

家家红



projects case

The Jia Jia Hong canned product line includes pretreatment 
equipment (from raw material supply to leaching) - picker - 
automatic depalletizer (glass bottle) - automatic bottle washer - 
automatic filling machine - automatic palletizer; Production line by 
Nigeria to provide the entire production layout; (from the beginning 
of plant planning and design synchronization, production more 
reasonable and more fluid, we Nigeria for the company for free 
planning for various businesses, and hope to become enterprises in 
the construction and transformation of the plant Preferred partner.)

Jia Jia hong



projects case

Shanghai Leadworld Machinery manufacurted machines and designed the 
factory layout for Shanghai MeiLin (Government owned), the projects included 
the production line for tomato sauce, luncheon meat, ham, rice pudding and 
also customized design for washing bottle washing, canning, automatic 
loading and unloading cages, automatic packaging lines, completed the 
upgrading of the old line Transformation.
By using our automatic production line machine, Shanghai Meilin's production 
capacity increased by 1.5 times and saving 50% of the labor at the same time. 
Our machine and layout design make it easy to recruit employee, that it 
reducing the working intensity for the worker's job.

           Shanghai MeiLin



projects case

上海梅林

Jiangsu Yuguan Modern Agricultural S&T Co.Ltd,  We help supplying 
for mushroom production line to upgrade the entire production line: 
the original production line used to push the cans to replace all the 
loading and unloading cage for loading and unloading cans, cans stack, 
thus reducing the injury Cans, broken cans, flat cans, to avoid scratches 
and bruises.

Jiangsu Yuguan



more customers case 

上海梅林

尼为机械为江苏裕罐现代农业蘑菇生产线提供整个产线
升级改造：原产线使用的推罐装卸笼全部替换为磁力装
卸笼、空罐卸垛、实罐码垛，为此减少了伤罐，破罐，
扁罐，避免刮伤擦伤。




